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Votes were cast
& election
results are in!
After the excitement of Welcome Week, we’re determined to keep the buzz going within academic
representation. Here’s a fact. We received the most nominations and votes ever in an Academic Rep
election, which means we’re improving on our goal of making sure every single student at UoR has a
voice. The Reading Rep wants to help turn up the volume on that voice and we see this as a platform for
you to do so, so read on, get involved, write in and speak up with your news and views.
This issue we’re reflecting on Fresher's (p6), our recent elections period (p8) and we’re looking forward
to our upcoming Academic Rep Training Conference (p11). Take a look inside. Read more about the
Full Time Officers’ thoughts on Representation at University and why it’s so important in the current
education climate (p12).

We’ve gathered feedback from you and from
our Impact Survey 2017 to find out Your Say
and why you love being an Academic Rep.

6

Check out our Welcome Week Round Up picture
feature, with snaps from all the festivities that went
on at Freshers.

Our election results are now in and we’ve had one
of the best turn outs ever! See who your new PG
School Reps are in our elections special feature.

11
Your Full Time Officers are interviewed on
camera about what they think about Course
Reps and Academic Representation.

20
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Our What’s On page has a host of events
and important dates for you to save to your
diary (or iCalender), so don’t miss out!
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Introducing one of our excellent Education School
Reps… Lillie-Mae reveals her achievements and
goals for the future on our back page quiz!

Meet the team
Education Officer Hi!
Hello everyone, I hope you’re settling into the term well. Welcome Week
already feels an eternity in the past and I’ve been super busy since,
continuing to work on my manifesto. Plus, we’ve had the highest number
of Course Reps nominations & votes ever! This newly elected team of
Reps will work with the School Reps and RUSU to ensure that every
student at this university has a platform to voice their issues. Within this
issue you can check out what the Full Time Officer team said when
interviewed about Academic Representation. Head to p12 to read more!
As always, reach out to me if you’re facing any issues.
Ed White, RUSU Education Officer

Victoria Bundy, Academic Rep Manager
Its Academic Rep election season and we have hit new records with over 580 UoR
students nominating themselves for roles over the past few weeks. Voting period
saw approximately 10% of the entire UoR student population coming out to vote,
resulting in over 1750 votes for undergraduate course reps this year! Next on the
agenda we have a massive Winner’s Night- celebrating in style with pizza and
prosecco for the lucky student rep winners! Two Academic Rep Training
Conferences will follow in the calendar packed full of workshops, activities,
networking and free goodies. Our awesome community of Reps will be working
hard this year to improve teaching and learning for you; so make sure you let them
know what you love (and what you’d love to change) about your programme. To
find out who will be representing you this year and how you can get in contact with
them turn to p8 or visit www.rusu.co.uk/myrep

Emily Bartholomew, Academic Rep Coordinator
Hi all! Life at RUSU has been busy but so enjoyable since the year started. The
highlight for me has been getting to know our School Reps better over the three
day Freshers fairs. Check out our Welcome Week round up feature on p6&7 to
see some fun snaps. We had a bouncy castle, a huge colourful stall, sweets and a
TON of merchandise to give out to students to let them know we wanted them to
become Reps. School Reps were at the heart it and our success in the
nominations definitely would not have been possible without their support. I can’t
wait to meet all of the successful winners so that we will have a full team of Reps
to work with, all gearing towards making positive changes to UoR education. Do
get in touch with us for anything or pop in to RUSU!

Hannah Smithson, Academic Rep Coordinator
This month at RUSU we’ve been reflecting on Welcome Week, powering through
elections and gearing up for training, whilst taking some time out to put this issue of
The Reading Rep together in time for election celebrations! It’s jam packed full of
events for you to get involved in, so make sure you update your iCalendar with not-tomiss moments from Beat Bake Offs to our Annual Academic Rep conference – it’s all
going on on p10. You have Your Say on p4 and we get the Full Time Officers
thoughts on Academic Representation on pages 12-15. And, for a fun read, turn to the
back page where we speak to Lillie-Mae, our fantastic School Rep for the Institute of
Education about her favourite things and her hopes for the future. This newsletter is a
work in progress so please do get in touch and let us know your thoughts! We’re here
to co-create positive change, so thanks for connecting with us and stay tuned…

Your Say
Check out what other reps are saying about their experiences
and share your stories with us by getting in touch…
“Being an Academic Rep has really improved my confidence,
made me step outside my comfort zone and motivated me to
make positive, productive changes. I feel like I have a
purpose and that I can help others who feel less confident
or able than me to get their voices heard.”
Anon. feedback from the Impact Survey 2017
“It has opened my eyes to the great connection between students,
department and academic staff and the students’ union, and how all work
to ensure students get the best experience at University .”
Anon. feedback from the Impact Survey 2017

…………………………….
“A great way to talk to staff
about the positives and
negatives of the course
directly, in an
understanding and
supportive environment.”
…………………………….
“It has made an
excellent addition to my
CV and I hope to be
given the opportunity to
become a Course Rep
again in my final year.”
……………………….........
“I think being an
Academic Rep has
made me more
pragmatic in
delivering feedback to
senior members of
academic staff.”
………………………..

Welcome
Week to elections
Round Up

Words by Emily Bartholomew

The Education Officer, Academic Representation team and School Reps all came together to spread the word about
becoming a Course Rep over the three day Welcome Week fairs. We enticed Freshers with a bouncy castle, sweets and a
big colourful election stand. We were lucky that we had beautiful weather for the entirety of having the bouncy castle and
many people enjoyed using it! The School Reps deserve a special mention here, because equipped with their famous
School Rep hoodies, they were the life and soul of our election stand and none of them were shy in approaching students
to talk about becoming a Rep. In the end, the combined efforts of everyone over the three days meant that we distributed
ALL of our merchandise (something which has never happened before) and our presence undoubtedly contributed to the
achievement of the most nominations and votes ever! Thanks to all involved.

Over 1000
Academic
Rep booklets
given out at
Freshers
14 School
Reps
attended and
helped out on
our Academic
Rep stand

ELECTION
results
The Academic Representation team are so
pleased to announce that this year we have
had the largest number of nominations and
votes EVER in our elections! From the
combined efforts of the team, Education
Officer Ed and the UG School Reps, we have
exceeded our target of engagement that we
hoped to reach in this year’s election and we
could not be happier with the outcome!
Nominations wise we received 476
nominations for Undergraduate Course Reps
and 110 nominations for Postgraduate Course
and School Reps. 354 votes were cast for the
Postgraduate positions and a whopping 1759
votes were cast for Undergraduate Course
Reps. This means that over 10% of the
student population at UoR participated in
voting for their student representatives this
year! We are also very happy to see that a
noticeable majority of the nominations came
from first year students meaning that we
anticipate and hope that their engagement
with us will continue throughout their time at
University! Here’s to hoping that next year is
even more successful!

Over 580
nominations
“More than 10% of the
student population at UoR
turned out to vote with a
massive

1759
undergraduate votes for
Academic Reps in 2017"

For the complete list of elected candidates this year – head to the RUSU wesbite:
rusu.co.uk/elections
https://www.rusu.co.uk/elections/ugcourserepelections/ug-course-rep-results/
https://www.rusu.co.uk/elections/pgelections/pg-course-rep-results/

Your 2017/18 Postgraduate
School Reps
School

Postgraduate School Rep

Arts & Communication Design

Niteesh Yadav

Humanities

Rebecca Grose

Literature & Languages

Gareth Mills

Institute of Education

Yaping Yang

Law

Cristina Radulescu

Politics, Economics & International
Development

Veronika Maslova

Henley Business School

Ronald Wafula

Henley Business School

Rohith Biju

Henley Business School

Kedar Anil Kashid

Agriculture, Policy & Development

Cleide Tatyana Almeida

Biological Sciences

Ryan Morris

Chemistry, Food & Pharmacy

Tabitha Reynolds

Psychology & Clinical Language Science

Sarah O’Brien

Built Environment

Aaron Boback

Archaeology, Geography &
Environmental Sciences

Bryony Steele

Mathematical, Physical & Computational Joshua Chun Kwang Lee
Sciences

What’s On?
PG School Rep Training
RUSU’s Postgraduate School Rep
training afternoon will be held in the
RUSU boardroom on Tuesday 24th
October and Wednesday 25th
October between 1-3pm. All newly
elected PG School Reps are
encouraged to attend the initial
essential training and benefit from a
FREE lunch and skills workshops,
whilst meeting their fellow
School Reps!

SAVE THE DATE!
Thursday 9th Nov
Between 6-8pm is the first
Student Voice meeting in
Monterey

School Reps on Student
Voice – training is on
Tuesday 24th Oct between
5:30- 8pm in Monterey

NUS DELEGATE
elections OPEN
Monday 23rd October
and CLOSE Monday
13th November

Thinking about living in a private
house next year? Come along to
Advice Service Housing Talks
in November & pick up a FREE slice
of pizza!
Talks to be held in
Monterey Lounge on Monday,
20th November 4pm-5pm &
Monday, 27th November 5pm-6pm

Green Festival – What’s going on? 22nd-24th November
It’s now more important than even that we recognise the threats to our environment, and how we might
address them. To promote awareness, and celebrate initiatives already in place, RUSU and Estates are
hosting the Green Festival once again. Events include;
-Guest Speakers
-Green Employment Workshop
-Daily Attenborough Showings in Mondial/Starbucks
-Bike Rides and Treasure Hunt
-Black Out
-Vegan and Vegetarian Food Stalls
-Giveaway! (More info to follow!)
And more to be announced.

Come along, and celebrate being green!

FTO’s ON
Camera

They’re busy people; so it’s a rare chance that we get to speak to the Full Time
Officers on camera but this term we’ve been having chats about what they think
about REPRESENTATION. Leen, Tristan, Charlotte, Rose and Ed all spoke to
us about why they think at this crucial time for education, student voice is more
important than ever!

Make sure you
catch the full
video interviews
by heading to
RUSU Vids on
YouTube!

FEATURE

Leen Al Najjab,
RUSU Diversity Officer
RUSU: Leen, why do you think it’s a good idea for students to get
involved in their union?
Leen: I think it’s a good idea because students need to have their
voice heard and it’s important to have that student voice in student
committees as well as us as a union. We want to make sure that we
listen to what students’ concerns and needs are – not only the
negative things but the positive things too, so we know what is going
well and we can keep doing it. It’s also really important to run for a
position where you’re representing students – it’s a big responsibility
and a really good experience for when you become employed in the
real world.
RUSU: With the backdrop of rising tuition fees, how important do you think academic representations is?
Leen: The link between the TEF and tuition fees has been paused, however rising tuition fees after that pause is a huge
concern and may make it difficult or a lot harder for some students to come to university because the cost is going up and
up, so I think it’s really important as a Course Rep to get involved and run to make sure that if the University does decide
to raise tuition fees that there’s a clear reasoning behind that and what that money will be put towards because a lot of the
time it’s not understood. Particularly with international students as well, paying about £15,000 a year and not really
knowing where the difference between them and home students’ fees goes and how that enhances their experience. So I
think [academic representation] is definitely something worth getting involved in not only to help students of Reading but
students all across the UK.
RUSU: How does Diversity play a part in the Course Rep role?
Leen: As a Course Rep, you will be involved in discussions surrounding the curriculum and something that is really
important for when we diversify the curriculum is that it works for a whole range of people rather than one certain type of
people. So as a Course Rep it’s really important that we get that wide experience – it’s really important to hear every
single voice out there and how your course works for you individually and in the greater picture. I think in terms of
diversifying the curriculum, that bigger voice is really needed to know how the curriculum works for students of colour, for
women, for men, for people with a disability and so on and so forth, so it’s really important to get that voice!

Tristan Spencer,
RUSU President
RUSU: Tristan, you were a Course Rep yourself, can you tell us a
little about your expriences?
Tristan: Sure, so I was a Course Rep for English Literature part
three and I really loved it, it gave me an opportunity to create real
change within my course which I think is quite unique.
RUSU: Do you think there is a main benefit to being a Course Rep?
Tristan: I think there’s lots of benefits; firstly, I think it’s really good
to change the things which you think are wrong or could be
improved on your course. Secondly, in a world where so many
employers are looking for so many extra-curricular things, I think this is a really good thing to have on your CV.
Thirdly, I think with Course Reps, perhaps there seems to be a natural progression to other roles within the
university. I know lots of candidates in last year’s recent elections who were Course Reps who went to School Rep
and then ran for a Full Time Officer role. It’s also really fun to do as well, you get to meet new people and I feel at
University, you have to make the most of your opportunities and go for as many things as possible Course Reps
are a really worthwhile thing to do.

FEATURE
RUSU: What’s your top tip for newly elected Course Reps?
Tristan: I think you have to be really engaged with your course, which goes without saying . It helps if you’re well
connected within your course, but even if you’re not, it doesn’t mean that you won’t be good at it, because there are many
people that have made those connections through being a Course Rep. RUSU is your union so you should have power to
decide who does and doesn’t represent you.
RUSU: Is it more important now to have a say in academic representation giving rising tuition fees?
Tristan: With rising tuition fees, you’re paying over £9000 on your course now, more than ever you deserve to have that
say in what your course does for you. If things can be improved they should be improved and this is how you do it
– Course Reps!

Charlotte O’Leary,
RUSU Activities Officer
RUSU: Do you think there’s a connection between those who
run as Course Reps and those who become FTOs afterwards?
Charlotte: I think there’s a connection for sure, because the
majority of our team were Course Reps or had some
involvement in that way. I think you get to know how university
works more, how RUSU works. It gets you involved and you get
used to being active and speaking out. I think it is definitely a
good incentive, almost like a beginner way to get in.

RUSU: Why do you think Academic Representation is important?
Charlotte: I think it’s so important because with rising tuition fees, students want more and more for their money and the
way to get it is to talk about it and that’s what student representation and academic reps will do.
RUSU: What is the main benefit of being a Course Rep?
Charlotte: I think the main benefit is being able to get your voice heard for you and for your fellow students too – to get your
opinion across and express what you think needs changing and make some real change within the university.
RUSU: Why should Postgrads run to be Reps as well?
Charlotte: Your degree or masters definitely comes first but this is a way that you can make some real change and yes
you’re only here a year but you’ve done university before and time-wise it’s manageable. Issues are often widespread
nationally and you can really make a genuine change by becoming a Postgrad Rep.

Rose Lennon,
RUSU Welfare Officer
RUSU: In your experience as Course Rep, what was the main
reason you got involved with representation?
Rose: I got involved because I loved the idea of having
responsibility within my course and making sure the concerns
and worries of all students where being heard and reported.
RUSU: What can new Course Reps look forward to in their
upcoming year of volunteering?
Rose: They can look forward to the winners night! Then the
training conference which includes guest speakers Dorothy
Dix and Sir David Bell. There will also be Excellence Awards
where we reward you for all your hard work throughout
the year.

’

RUSU: Can volunteering improve your wellbeing?
It is a really fun thing to get involved with and makes you feel more part of the university and union. According to the
Royal Voluntary Service, volunteering in life can decrease depression and social isolation. It was also found to boost
quality of life and life satisfaction.

FEATURE
RUSU: What were your experiences of being
a Course and School Rep?
Ed: I’ve been a Course Rep for all three
years of my course. I started in year one and
carried it through, I applied every year and
was successful in being elected every year. I
helped make some good changes in
Geography, for example, making deadlines
shift if they were all bunched together and
suggestions on new improvements to the
field classes. Lots of little things that you can
really make a positive impact on. And my
school was really receptive to those changes.

Ed White,
RUSU Education Officer

RUSU: Why are Course Reps so important
for improving the quality of education?
Ed: I guess the most important thing is they
are one of the main mechanisms that staff
can gather feedback from for the course, so if
there isn’t anyone doing that role, there’s no
one suggesting improvements or suggesting what’s working well. Student Staff Liason Committees are termly so generally
things happen quite quickly - suggestions you make in the first one of the year, should generally be implemented by the
second one, and likewise from the second to the third one, so it’s one of the quickest ways to make changes as well.

“Course Reps are the main mechanism that
departments and schools use to gather feedback”
RUSU: What can students gain from being Course Reps?
Ed: Academically, it’s about the skills you learn; the ability to scrutinise, negotiate and learning how to be democratic –
to be able to suggest things that you want to happen and that academics may not want to happen but should happen
and the way you have to try and get them to do it. Employability-wise, it can count towards your RED Award. If
anyone’s doing the RED Award – (that’s the University employability and development scheme, you can log all the
hours for that. Plus, it’s good experience that you can put on your CV to talk about. All the skills I’ve just mentioned you
can bring out at an interview.
RUSU: Are there any challenges of being a Course Rep and if so how can people overcome them?
Ed: One of the things I felt whilst I was Course Rep, is at times you could feel a little bit disconnected from the
Education Officer, so it’s something I really want to work on this year - to build a sense of community and ensure that
everyone feels part of the team with the School Rep that leads you and with me as well, so we can work closely
together. Because if things are coming from 300/400 hundred of us, that’s a lot stronger than from me alone. And I
want to be able to support the Course Reps on things they’re struggling with as well, because when I was a Course
Rep, the thing that frustrated me most, (which is also the reason I ran to be Education Officer), is that there will be
issues that you’ll encounter, where you can’t solve it because it might be a higher level issue for a committee that you
don’t sit on. So the ability to feed that back to the School Rep or me, so that I can take issues to the right places – I’m
really keen to make sure that happens.
RUSU: What do you do in your role as Education Officer?
Ed: Day to day, I’ll be in meetings nine till five on all things education, so that could be the library, the ECF procedure,
electronic marking, assessment, new courses, proposals to remove courses and then trying to implement my
manifesto as well; writing proposals and papers and taking them to all the different University committees. And then of
course helping School and Course Reps who can email me or drop into my office hours.

Don’t forget to check out the full interviews with the FTOs @ RUSUVids on YouTube:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LTNrle72x04
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=02oHyiJY3eU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z-0a3eyYXDA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dgajUWjzAyI

‘Bears. Beets. Battlestar Galactica.’

My biggest daily
inspiration is…
My friends

Sharing a
coffee
with…
Lillie-Mae
Firmin
Morning or Evening?
Morning
Summer or Winter?
Summer
Beach or mountains?
Mountains
Costa or Starbucks?
Costa
By train or plane?
Plane
Essay or presentation?
Presentation
Mojo’s Bar or Mondial?
Mojo’s
Netflix or night out?
Night out
Kittens or puppies?
Puppies

My friends would describe me as…
Outgoing, a leader and committed.
What is your biggest achievement?
Completing Gold Duke of Edinburgh.
Most inspiring read?
Wuthering Heights by Emily Bronte. I studied it at A level and fell in love!
Soundtrack to my life…
I’m Every Woman by Chaka Khan.
Guilty pleasure?
Doctor Who, especially the David Tennant series.
What are you looking forward to?
I am looking forward to turning 21 in November! I'm going to make sure to
drag out my birthday celebrations for as long as possible. Also I'm super
excited about being back at uni, and am looking forward to this year of being
a School Rep and getting that one step further towards becoming a teacher.
My main goal for the next five years is…
To run for Education Officer and then begin my teaching career!
Which famous person from the past would you share a coffee with?
David Bowie.

PSST… Lillie is the School Rep for the Institute of Education this
year and can be contacted at lilliemaefirmin@gmail.com

